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Abstract

The republican ideal and the interpretation of the national past. – The republican ideal, which has today, once again, been given a place of honor, which is considered entirely coherent and invoked as the unique cure for all this era’s evils, continues to illustrate the difficulties that French people have with their past. From the time of its revolutionary birth, the French republican ideal was meant to be a promise of humanities eternal renewal and was thus defined by a break with time and a contempt for tradition. In order that the republican regime might, after a century of hesitating, establish itself finally in France, the founding fathers of the Third Republic had to erase the revolutionary origines of the republican ideal, reintegrate all of the national past and reject the imaginary break: these efforts resulted in a much more complex, more problematic and also more pragmatic republican ideal, than that which is magically invoked today.

Retracing this itinerary is a manner of persuading ourselves that our era can no longer believe in the coherence and integrity of the model of the Third Republic. It is also a means to seize upon that which the republican ideal still offers as a rectification to democratic drifts, be they despotic or prosaic.